The GRAVIS 12+ W is a compact, light high performance speaker in a multifunctional enclosure for the pro.RENTAL application. The full range speaker has a biaxial structure and is equipped with a 12” low frequency chassis and a 1,4” high frequency driver on a pivoting 90° x 50° CD horn. In smaller or midsize applications it is the appropriate main system for voice and music performances. In larger and complex applications, it may be used as delay, fill or effect speaker, but also as floor wedge.

The GRAVIS 12+ W has a discreet visual aspect. The speaker front is protected by a grille, underlaid with opaque black foam. The enclosure has got two different monitor angles, permitting to adjust the sound field according to the actors. All surfaces in contact with the ground are protected by plastic sliding feet. The two speakON® sockets sunked in the enclosure to protected them against damages. Ergonomic handles permit the comfortable transport of the box, and the easy lifting in a higher position (e.g. on a stand). Accessories are fastened quickly and safe to the K&F VariPoint®, complying with the BGV C1.

The K&F SystemAmps, which are specified for operation, allows a variety of system combinations, such as one with the high-performance subwoofers of the K&F NOMOS range. Or combine a Lab.gruppen IPD 2400 with PASSIO Sub Subwoofers.

The maximum sound pressure level of 133 dB offers high dynamic resources, especially for live applications. Also, the GRAVIS 12+ W is offering the neutral and at the same time natural sound character which is typical for K&F.
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All measurements under free field conditions. Frequency patterns 1/6 octave averaged. Coverage and polar pattern 1/3 octave averaged. The manufacturer reserves the right to make product alterations to improve product quality without prior notice. Errors excepted.